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Hi fellow pharmers! 

Can you believe it’s already February? Time is flying with only 
two more months of school left! We hope you had a restful Reading 
Week, and feel energized for the last month of school before finals 
season! Even despite what little time we have left, UPS still has 
a packed schedule of extracurriculars for you to enjoy! As March 
comes around and academics begin to slow down a bit, we hope to 

see you around at a few of our upcoming events! 

In the spirit of the Olympics and hardcore sports – which class will take 
home the Robaxacet Athletic trophy and more importantly, ‘best class’ bragging 
rights? Stay tuned to your athletics reps to hear more about the upcoming Robax 
challenge events, and come out to help your class edge out the others! 

Next up – Pharmacy Awareness Week! From March 1st to 5th, it’s up to you 
to help make pharmacy known, or even to learn a little bit more about pharmacy 
yourself! Either by participating in our Bill 179 IPE debate, or going out into the 
community to educate elementary school children through the CPhA Kids and 
Medicines Programme, there are tons of events and activities to participate in. 
Let’s take home the CAPSI Award of Professionalism for the school to win most 
spirited, organized, and professional PAW!

Finally, as our academic year is coming to an end, 
so is the 2009-2010 UPS council’s term! Though it 
feels bittersweet, we’re excited to see a new group of 
spirited individuals to take our place next year! If 
you’ve been ever been to any UPS events and 
have thought about your own vision (what’s 
your dream semiformal theme?) or would 
love to bring your own favourite sports to our 
faculty; don’t be shy and throw your name 
into the ring! We have an amazing variety of 
roles for you to be involved in – Monograph 
editors, Yearbook, External Affairs, or…
maybe even President and Vice-President? 
If you’re feeling unsure, always feel free to 
ask us what it’s like – either catch us in the 
hallways or send us an e-mail! 

Until next time!

Tina Hwu                                 Joanna Yeung 
UPS President 2009-2010       UPS Vice-President 2009-2010
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Looking for ways to contribute to 
The Monograph? We’d love to 

publish your articles, stories, 

photographs, shout outs, jokes, 

artwork, rants and poetry. 

Contact your class representative 
for more information.

Potential advertisers can contact 
The Monograph by e-mail at 

TheMonograph@gmail.com

The Articles of The Monograph are not reflective of the 
University of Toronto, the Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy 
nor the Undergraduate Pharmacy Society. They are strictly 
the opinions of the authors. If you find any articles offensive, 
please contact the editors to discuss the matter in further 
detail.
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Editors’ Note
Welcome back pharmacy! We hope you’ve had a wonderful reading 

week - celebrated with a dash of anticipation, a sprinkle of excitement 
and a plethora of Olympic Spirit since Canada is hosting the 2010 Winter 
Olympics. Spirits are higher than ever as Canada 
earns their first Gold medal on home turf and 
the party doesn’t end since our Olympic stars 
continue to rake in the golds and silvers.

Here at The Monograph headquarters 
we’ve been working hard in bringing home 
the Gold – that is “Love and the Golden 
Ratio” as written by Rose Liao on page 
18. 

In this issue of the Monograph, 
you’ll also be seeing stars, (no – not 
motion sickness induced by death 
spirals or quadruple axels in Olympic 
figure skating routines), but by the equally innovative 1T3 playwrights in 
“1T3’s get Creative with Phm 120 Ethics” on page 16. 

 There is also lots of exciting news and golden opportunities on 
the pharmacy athletics frontier. The biggest news in Pharmacy Athletics 
is the OPA Student Cup to be held on March 20th against Waterloo 
Pharmacy students. But, don’t forget to scope out our intramural teams’ 
progress on page 21. 

 As a final note, Ali Haji, 1T3, has won this month’s Monograph 
raffle for the article “When Your Best Friend Goes on Methadone”, page 
14. An unfortunate situation, but let’s hope we won’t see any DRP’s in 
these Olympic games!

 Pharmacy – let’s hear your spirit for athletics all across the board. 
Go Team Pharmacy! Go Team U of T! Go Team Canada!

Rachel Fu and Janet Leung
Monograph Co-Editors, 2009-2010

Monograph Poll!
Here is how the 1T0s are finding their SPEP experience so far:

Fantastic. It is by far the best 
thing that ever happened to me 
in pharmacy.

Good. The patients are 
surprisingly more friendly and 
compliant than the standardized 
actors in PPL.

Not bad, at least no one has 
attempted to sued me for 
negligence yet.

Not very good. It is 
impossible to apply the 
Therapeutic Thought Process 
fast enough in real life.

Didn’t I already vote in 
this question before?
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The CAPSI Column
PHARMACY STUDENTS IN ACTION!!
By Sabrina Pietrobon and Monica Chung

Even amidst the long labs and classes, work shifts, and 
studying, pharmacy students are finding time to be active in their 
community to educate students regarding important health issues.  
Each year, CAPSI organizes their community outreach program 
in which pharmacy students go to elementary or high schools of 
their choice to present one of three programs:  Operation Wash-
Up, Operation Allergy, and the Sexual Outreach Program teaching 
about the Human Papilloma virus or Emergency Contraceptives.  
All three are a fun and creative way to help promote the profession 
of pharmacy! 

The Details

Both Operation Wash-Up and Allergy are geared at 
elementary school students in grades 2-6.  Following along with 
the LAB BRATS in an interactive DVD, students learn about 
either the importance of proper handwashing or allergies.

Through the Sexual Outreach Program, high school students 
are educated on the Human Papilloma Virus (HPV), including the 
Gardisal vaccine, and Emergency Contraceptive Use, including 
Plan B.  They both have a clear connection to pharmacy!

Students can present together or individually in groups of 
1-3 to a classroom of their choice on a date of their choice.  The 

presentation is about 45 minutes long.

This is an exciting opportunity for students to teach others 
about their health.  It also allows us to promote the profession 
of pharmacy and explain to students the important role of 
pharmacists in society.  It has been a very fun and rewarding 
experience for the students who have participated in the program 
in the past.  The students are very engaged and it is a fun program 
to present.

Thank you to all of the students who have already signed up 
to volunteer.  We’ve had a great turnout so far. For anyone still 
interested, there’s still time to sign up.  Please contact Sabrina 
Pietrobon (sabrina.pietrobon@utoronto.ca) or Monica Chung 
(mon.chung@utoronto.ca) if you’d like more information.

SAVE THE DATE : Monday March 29th, 4pm
Considered by many as being the top speaker at PDW, Dr. 

Zubin Austin held an uplifting and motivational break out session 
for PDW delegates last January.  In order to share the experience 
with all U of T students, CAPSI has asked Professor Austin 
to have a reapeat of his talk, Negotiation of Interprofessional 
Culture Shock : What We Can Learn About Collaboration 
From Pharmacists Who Have Become Physicians, for the Winter 
CAPSI symposium.  This symposium will be Monday March 
29th, at 4pm.  Save the date! It’s a talk you won’t want to miss.  
The location and other details will be announced in the weeks to 
come.

Headliner Editors
Guest The Antlers
Opener People in Gray
Venue Phoenix Concert Theatre
Date Feb 16, 2010 @ 8:30PM
Price $25.00

Venue

The Phoenix Concert Theatre is 
located in Toronto East side and provides a 
very intimate atmosphere for smaller bands 
that don’t have the reputation to fill larger 
venues such as the Molson Amphitheatre. 
The acoustics of the theatre is great; no 
matter where you stand you should be able 
to hear the band clearly. If you want the best 
experience though, you should be within 
20ft of the stage and near the center. 

Being a smaller venue, there are a 
couple of things to keep in mind. First, the 
venue will pack up; don’t be lulled by the 
fact that the band may not be mainstream 
or that the concert falls midweek! As a 
result you should dress lightly, even in 
winter. There is a convenient parking lot 

right across the street which allows you to 
make a mad dash for the doors. Second, if 
you have to bring a coat, bring one that you 
don’t mind carrying in your hand. The coat 
check is slammed after the concert so unless 
you either leave before the encore or are 
really fast to the door, you will be waiting! 
Finally, use a bathroom before leaving, 
hydrate before going to the concert and 
buy a bottle of water upon entering (they 
don’t allow liquids in, as with any venue). 
The reason behind this is that if for some 
reason you need a bathroom or booze break 
there is a very good possibility that when 
you return some Sasquatch 
would have moved into 
your space. Don’t say you 
haven’t been warned; there 
is no assigned seating or 
any seating for that matter, 
so wear comfortable shoes.  
Having said that, if you are a 
girl, especially not a tall one, 
wear heels to get the height 

advantage. I was lucky enough to be in the 
second row and near the centre. Perfect! 

One new addition to the theatre is 
a barricade in front of the stage. I’m 
assuming they put the barricade in place 
because during the last concert I went to 
both Gary Jarman (of the Cribs) and Adam 
Greene went crowdsurfing. This is a great 
disappointment because the barricade cut 
of an avenue for crowd interaction with 
the band (Mikel Jollett of The Airborne 
Toxic Event came into the crowd and sang 
for several members of the crowd, me 

included!).

Opener

The opener was an unknown 
band called the People in Gray. 
Youtube searches for the band yielded 
no results so I was unsure about what 
to expect. Promptly at 8:30pm the 
band entered the stage, and no they 
weren’t clad in gray. The line up was a 

PRESCRIPTION TO ROCK
by Natalia Persad, 1T2s
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5 man setup: drummer, bassist, lead singer/
rhythm guitar, distortion/lead guitar and a 
keyboardist. As with most opening bands, 
there were problems with the setup; though 
in this case it was worse than usual. There 
was a buzz coming from the amp for the 
lead guitar that permeated the rest of the 
set. The drums were clear but the bass was 
barely heard and the distortion guitar pretty 
much clobbered the rhythm guitar. The 
keyboards were used to supplement the 
lead riffs. This is one band that I would say 
less would have been more. The best song 
of the set was the one where the rhythm 
guitar wasn’t on and the distortion guitar 
carried the rhythm. Overall, the songs were 
very formulaic even to chord progressions. 
Also there was very little in the way of 
stage presence of the lead singer (I already 
forgot what he looked and sounded like!). 
Final score card:
Enthusiasm: C
Content: C
Sound: C
Overall: C

Guest

The Antlers was the guest band 
for the concert. I was able to Google 
some information on them and was 
interested in hearing them live. The 
band has an unusual configuration: 
drummer, organist and lead singer/
guitarist. I was surprised when no 
bassist showed up, and a bit concerned. 
As any semi-literate audiophile knows, the 
bass is key to carrying the low end of the 
melody and without it the songs tend to 
sound unbalanced. Anyway, the band was 
late due to being searched on the Canadian 
boarder (they are from New York) and was 
only able to play 30 minutes of their set. 
Because of the configuration of the band, 
the songs that they played weren’t your 
typical rock songs. The drummer was 
amazing, some of the best top hat/cymbal 
work I’ve seen in a long time. The organist 
was the work horse of the band, covering 
for the missing bass element and carrying 
the rhythm. He was able to use some pre-
amp pedals to modify the sound of the 
organ. Unfortunately, the singer was the 
weak link, most likely because of a lack 
of a proper sound check. The vocals were 
hardly audible and the guitar pieces didn’t 
carry. It was because of this that the songs 
sounded the same; there is only so much 
you can do with tone of an organ! This 
band was obviously happy to be here and 

was more engaged with the audience. Once 
again the singer was the let down as he set 
himself up on the left side of the stage 
which wasn’t well lit. Most of the lighting 
fell on the other two members which made 
it seem like a two man instrumental band!
Final score card:
Enthusiasm: B
Content: B
Sound: C+
Overall: B

Headliner

Finally! At around 10:30PM, Editors 
came on stage. They are a 4-man British 
indie rock band out of Burmingham. They 
use a more traditional setup with some 
minor tweaks.

 Probably the closest main stream 
bands I can think off that they sound 
similar to are The Killers and Interpol. 
For some  of their songs, the 
band switches to keyboards 
and sounds more like trance 
than rock. On a side note, European 
rock bands tend to experiment more 
with keyboards than their American 
counterparts and Editors take it one level 
further. For those interested, the set list 
is as follows:

In This Light and On This Morning
Bullets
An End Has A Start
Eat Raw Meat = Blood Drool
Blood
Lights
You Don’t Know Love
The Racing Rats
Like Treasure
Bones
Munich
The Big Exit
You Are Fading

Fingers
Walk The Fleet Road
Papillon
Smokers Outside The Hospital Door
Bricks and Mortar

One of the things you will notice is the 
unusual names for the songs. Supposedly, 
this is to provoke thought about the 
meaning of the songs. I’ve highlighted my 
top three favourite songs from the set list. 

From reading reviews of the band live 
performances, I was expecting the show 
to be excellent and they didn’t disappoint. 
The sound check was spot on and the 
instruments came across cleanly. The 
crowd was definitely pleased with the song 
selection and for the majority of the songs 
the crowd was singing along with the 

band. Tom was a great front man and 
engaged the crowd as much as he 
could. I believe that if it wasn’t for 
the barricade, he would have come 
into the crowd.
Final score card:
Enthusiasm: A+
Content: A
Sound: A
Overall: A

Scratched Vinyl Score (SVS)

So what is this “Scratched Vinyl 
Score”? Well it’s a quantitative 

measure of the cost per unit of hourly 
entertainment. Here’s the formula:

SVS = price / (quality rate) * length 
of event

Hence the units are $/hr, which if you 
think about it means that the lower the SVS 
the more bang for the buck it is!

 My benchmark criterion is your 
average movie. The price is $12, quality 
rate is 0.6 (most movies score around 60% 
on Rotten Tomatoes!) and length of event 
is 2 hr. This gives us a baseline score of 
$10/hr.

 So what’s the SVS for this concert? 
The price is $25, quality rate is 0.8 and 
length is 3.5 hrs. This gives us $8.93/
hr. Clearly better than visiting your local 
Cineplex! 

 SVS Score: 8.93

 Next Review: MUSE (featuring 
Matthew Bellamy – yup, still delicious!) M
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It was the winter of 2009. The snow 
raged outside, sprinkling the black night 
sky with a shimmering white. The blistering 
cold bit into those foolhardy enough to 
wander the streets. I fought to keep my 
eyes open as my bus struggled through the 
blizzard towards my stop.

I was jarred awake as the bus came 
to a halt at the bottom of a hill and an old 
lady stepped on, thankful to be out of the 
treacherous storm. I glanced up at the 
display to see what stop we were at – Trudy 
Road. Just 15 more minutes and I could 
get off, then a brisk 10-minute walk to my 
house. I sat up, re-energized by the thought 
of being close to home.

The bus came alive with a roar, 
powering up the hill. Except that it 
couldn’t. Like a 
student trying to 
learn Med Chem 
the night before the 
exam, no amount of 
effort allowed for 
forward progress. 
Instead, the engine 
sputtered and died, 
and instead of 
advancing forward, 
the bus slowly 
twisted to the left 
until it was wedged 
sideways, hindering 
oncoming traffic on 
either side of the 
road. 

The driver’s 
thick accent blared over the mic: “I’m 
sorry, but this bus is out of service – you’ll 
have to walk to the next stop and wait 
for the next one”. The bus was filled to 
maximum capacity and people moaned 
and grumbled, but there was no available 
alternative – it was time to disembark and 
brave the harsh Canadian winter. With a 
sigh, I stepped off the bus and into the cold 
night. 

After that night, I vowed never to 
commute again. 

Although I’m from Scarborough and 
only have a 60-90 minute commute to 
the Pharmacy Building, for this school 
year I chose to move downtown and live 

off-campus. I chose to move out because 
of convenience (screw the TTC and long 
commutes five days a week), and because 
I wanted to live alone and feed myself for 
the first time. 

The major obstacle stopping students 
from moving out is money. Considering 
we pay close to $13000 a year for tuition, 
it’s tough to justify spending another 
$8000-12000 on an apartment or a place in 
residence. However, it’s not actually that 
much more expensive.

First off, commuting has its costs. 
Metropasses cost $107/month. Even on 
months where a Metropass isn’t worth 
it, commuting with tokens costs $5 a day 
assuming you buy tokens in bulk. This 
money could go towards paying rent. 

Students who take the TTC to school every 
day spend somewhere around $700 on 
tokens and passes for the school year. Then 
there’s the people who take a GO Train, 
which costs even more.

Immense amounts of time are 
lost commuting every day. Here’s a 
quick formula to estimate the time lost 
commuting:

Time lost commuting = (trips per 
week) x (commuting time) x (27 weeks/
school year)

Students who come downtown 4 times 
a week and go home afterwards make 8 
trips per week. A student with a 1.5 hour 

commute and 8 trips a week loses 324 hours 
in a school year according to this formula. 
That’s time that could be spent studying, 
sleeping, or working a job. Even a crappy 
minimum wage job yields over $3000 after 
324 hours! Note that this estimate is low 
for those who commute downtown five 
days a week and high for those who skip 
classes (shame on you).

If you’re eligible for OSAP, you are 
probably already getting a fair amount of 
loan money. To subsidize the costs of living 
downtown, you can mark on the form that 
you’re not living at home. This should 
make you eligible for a few thousand 
dollars more, and student loan totals over 
$7000 are generally reduced to $7000 by 
grants like the OSOG (Ontario Student 
Opportunity Grant). If you’re already 

getting $7000 
from OSAP, 
there is an 
opportunity for 
free money from 
the government!

The other 
big argument 
against moving 
out is that many 
students feel 
c o m f o r t a b l e 
and secure with 
h o m e - c o o k e d 
meals and 
their families. 
Whether it’s 
worth it to move 
out depends 

on comfort with family and the ability 
to study at home. After a long, draining 
commute, it’s tough to hit the books. 
Living on your own or with other people 
off-campus potentially gives students a 
quiet study area. Failing that, the campus 
libraries are close by, or one could stay in 
PB late into the night after class. People 
who don’t mind commuting and are able 
to study well at home probably don’t need 
to move out. (That said, I doubt that many 
people actually fit this description.)

The main advantages of living on 
residence or off-campus: 

No more rush-hour traffic, subway 1. 
stoppages, or standing on a crowded train/
bus/streetcar

To Commuters - Try Moving Out!
By: Andrew Ting-A-Kee, 1T1 Monograph Rep
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Many hours saved by not having 2. 
to commute

You can wake up 30 minutes 3. 
before class and still make it on time

You can stay out incredibly late 4. 
(or stay in PB incredibly late) and still be 
able to make it home

You’ll be living near the downtown 5. 
core so you can go out easily

Your family won’t be supervising 6. 
you so you can go crazy: get drunk, party 
every night, etc.

However, the best reason I can give 
for moving out is that you learn a lot when 
you’re on your own. At home, you’re 
generally taken care of and don’t have to 
worry about cooking, shopping, or paying 
bills. I never bothered to learn anything 
about cooking when I commuted. Since 
moving out, I have learned a bit about 
cooking and grocery shopping. I actually 
enjoy cooking quite a lot, and while I am 
still terrible at it, I’m far better off than I 
was in September. That said, cooking and 
shopping will take away from the time 
saved by not commuting. 

For those who think they might not 
have the time to shop and cook, perhaps 
residence or campus meal plans are the 
answer. For the record, I consider meal 
plans expensive – meal plans from U of T 
cost anywhere from $6-9 per meal, so it is 
far cheaper to cook your own meals. Also, 
you won’t learn anything from a meal plan. 
If you want to learn how to survive on your 
own, a meal plan is cheating.

If you haven’t lived on your own 
before, I strongly recommend moving out 
just for the experience. The cost isn’t as 
high as you might think when you factor in 
OSAP, other forms of financial aid, and the 
money saved by not needing Metropasses. 
In addition, there is a large amount of 
time saved. Moving out lets you avoid 
the horrors of the TTC. Most importantly, 
living away from home teaches you how 
to survive without Mom’s chicken soup. 
Someday, all pharmacy students will get 
SPEP placements, and they might have to 
live alone in a small town. You may as well 
learn how to survive on your own before 
that. 

And if you fail, you can always go 
home every weekend and beg for food.

Send comments/questions/criticism to 
andrew.ting.a.kee@gmail.com. M

It’s often said that our faculty is a 
glorified high school.  I think too many 
people buy into this without realizing 
what actually happens when a university 
really does into a high school.  I’ve seen 
the results, and it’s not pretty.  And so 
I’ve spent the last few years convinced 
that we as a faculty and student body had 
collectively surpassed the low hurdle of 
being better than a group of immature and 
narcissistic teenagers full of unwarranted 
self-importance.  But, as though we 
were going through an obstacle course, 
we’ve leapt over one log only to crawl 
under another.  If any of you recall the 
matchmaker bubble-in sheets from a few 
weeks ago, you know what I’m talking 
about.

The last time I was this ashamed to be 
associated with people at this university, it 
was when I was threatened with academic 
charges by a UC executive for throwing 
a few water balloons during phrosh week.  
There was a question on this matchmaker 
form that asked whether you preferred 
to be looking at the pillow or looking at 
the ceiling during intimate moments.  
The amount of hyperventilation that this 
simple question inspired made me think 
I was in an asthmatic asylum.  In the 
first place, the creative and euphemistic 
phrasing was still too grown-up and racy 
for most of you.  In the course of offering 
my humourous take on the question to 
a group of overstimulated first years 
– “Being on the bottom is lazier” – I 
had done double duty in explaining the 
meaning of the question when I thought 
it was already well understood.  Now I 
know that first year is the time when you 

laugh and giggle when your friends have 
to counsel you on yeast infection and 
haemorrhoid products during PPLs, but 
this is a little bit ridiculous.  I also know 
that first year is seriously lacking in real 
educational content, so you haven’t yet 
been exposed to Dr. Brown’s fine lectures 
on contraceptives, but I would have 
thought that it didn’t have to be explained 
that part of being a pharmacist involves 
not being awkward in awkward situations.  
So, here’s a small plea: can we collectively 
get over sex?  It really doesn’t have to be 
a big deal if we don’t make it into one.  
As Cameron Forbes made the point in 
previous editions of the Monograph, you 
can’t be qualified to talk to people about 
sex and contraceptives if you don’t know 
how they work in the first place, and if 
hysteria breaks out when a piece of paper 
mentions the basic anatomy and physics 
of sex (in highly euphemistic terms at 
that), it’s a pretty strong indicator of how 
qualified you are.

This goes back to a larger point I’ve 
made at times throughout my other articles.  
I’ve frequently complained about the 
faculty and student organizations treating 
us lowly plebes like children.  And, having 
made that point, I was surprised how many 
people came up and talked to me about it 
and brought up even more circumstances 
of being condescended to.  If anyone is 
going to have license to object to this sort 
of treatment, then we have to collectively 
not act like children.  If we’re going to act 
more mature than high schoolers, it starts 
by acting more mature than sixth graders. 
M  

This Is Why We Can’t Have Nice Things
By: Adam Calabrese, 1T1

1T1 poll
Andrew asked the 1t1s what they would be doing if they hadn’t gotten into pharmacy - 
note how the number of students who would be sleeping equals the number who would 
be finishing their undergrad.

My undergrad 
degree. 

Grad school or 
some other health 

care degree. 

Out 
in 

the
 w

ork
for

ce
 do

ing
 

no
n-p

ha
rm

ac
y r
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 st
uff

.

Selling drugs 
anyway.

Sleeping.
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How Can You Get Involved?
By: Taj Dhinsa and Stacey D’Angelo (OPA Student Board Members)

We have been bombarded with the names of organizations, 
associations, colleges, etc., desperately trying to keep straight the 
countless acronyms that come along with them. Each group has 
its own important role within the profession and the healthcare 
system. Here is a breakdown of what you need to know about 
each organization:

Regulatory Body: The Ontario College of Pharmacists (OCP) 

As a self-regulated health profession, regulatory bodies such 
as the Ontario College of Pharmacists (OCP) are responsible 
for licensure, registration, and accreditation. Membership is 
mandatory and their mandate is to serve and protect the public.

Advocacy Bodies

In contrast, advocacy bodies (such as OPA and CPhA), of 
which there are many on national, provincial and local levels, 
protect the interest of their members (YOU and pharmacists) and 
advocate on their behalf. Membership to these organizations is 
voluntary. These groups may highlight their value through media 
relations and advertising.The largest single voice of pharmacists 
in Canada is the Canadian Pharmacists’ Association (CPhA 
– http://www.pharmacists.ca/ ). They have produced such 
empowering national projects as the Blueprint for Pharmacy and 
Pharmacy Awareness Week (PAW), which takes place on March 
1-6, 2010. Other national groups include: Canadian Society of 
Hospital Pharmacists (CSHP), Canadian College of Clinical 
Pharmacy (CCCP), Canadian Society of Consultant Pharmacists 
(CSCP), Canadian Foundation for Pharmacy (CFP), and Canadian 
Association of Chain Drug Stores (CACDS). We all know and 
love the Canadian Association of Pharmacy Students and Interns 
(CAPSI) who sponsor various events for us throughout the year 
such as PDW!

On the provincial level, the Ontario Pharmacists’ 
Association (OPA - http://www.opatoday.com ) is one of the 
largest advocacy groups, with over 6000 members. As health care 
in Canada is regulated by province, these groups have a major 
impact on influencing details on how the system works. There are 
individual advocacy bodies for each province. Another important 
group, responsible for recent radio and billboard advertisements 
promoting pharmacy, is Ontario Community Pharmacies (http://
ontario.communitypharmacies.ca ). Become a “fan” of their 
group on Facebook to get updates on relevant news stories. 

Why is advocacy important now?

The healthcare system in Canada and, specifically, in 
Ontario is on the brink of major change. By definition, advocacy 
is the active support of an idea or a cause, especially the act 
of pleading or arguing for something. Advocacy groups are 
actively participating on the behalf of pharmacists to ensure the 
final solution allows an increased scope of practice, as formally 
introduced by the Health Professions Regulatory Advisory 
Council (HPRAC). It is essential that along with these changes 
in practice, a fair compensation model that ensures stable and 
predictable revenues for pharmacies is devised. 

What can you do?

During this dynamic time, we urge you take a personal 
stance advocating for your career in pharmacy. You may think, 
with such advocacy groups, there is no need for personal 
commitment or action. But, the decisions being made today will 
affect you. 

Here are some easy steps you can take today: 
Join one of the aforementioned organizations. Most have 1. 
great information on the “members only” section of 
their websites and offer updates via email or magazine 
subscriptions. Student memberships are usually offered at a 
drastically discounted rate, or even free (CPhA)! Visit www.
opatoday.com for more information on how to become an 
OPA student member.
Engage in professional development opportunities, i.e. OPA 2. 
conference, CPhA conference. It’s not only educational, 
but a great opportunity to network and meet leaders in the 
profession.
Be aware of the hot topics in healthcare and pharmacy – 3. 
the more you know, the better advocate you can be. Start 
conversations. Inform those around you about what we, 
as pharmacists, can do. A positive public opinion about 
pharmacy is the first step. 
Be the best health care professional you can be. Take pride 4. 
in the power you have to positively affect health outcomes 
and the lives of patients. Actions speak louder than words!

M

OPA is the professional advocacy association representing
the views and interests of over 10,000 practicing pharmacists
and pharmacists-in-training in Ontario.

For every year that you join as a student member of OPA, you
will be eligible for a $50 gift certificate that can be used
towards your full or supporting membership fees after
graduation. It’s like getting your student membership free!

It’s never too early in your career to join your professional pharmacy association.

Call OPA Membership at 416-441-0788 ext. 4224 to join today!

ONTARIO
PHARMACISTS’
ASSOCIATION
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Simply Complicated
The bug that did not bite
By: Milson Chan, 1T0 Monograph Rep
<milson.chan@gmail.com>

Thinking back in this past decade, 
there were many viruses that have captured 
our attention, from SARS to avian flu, and 
now H1N1. But there was one that stood 
out the most, the one with all the hype 
that everyone was talking about, that one 
that would not be affected by any type of 
antimicrobial imaginable, the one the one 
that was supposed to destroy everything 
but didn’t, and the one that everyone 
called the Y2K bug.   

It was unfortunate to a point that 
was almost comical that people got so 
concerned about this Y2K bug which 
ended up having no bite at all. And we 
have to wonder what went wrong? At that 
time, it was widely thought that Y2K bug 
would cause computer systems to crash 
since they would no longer be able to 
recognize the date format anymore. The 
computers might be confused and interpret 
00 as 1900 or something that does not 

make sense. 

The fact that experts had warned 
people that the computers will crash and 
the banking system will break down only 
increased the level of anxiety among the 
general population. Governments and 
companies all around the word spent 
substantial amount of money to prepare 
for this disaster. The bank of Canada alone 
had over 20 billion dollars in cash right 
before the millennium just in case. Some 
people were even stocking up in canned 
food and water as if they were preparing 
for major power outage. But in the end, 
nothing happened. 

It is possible that the disaster 
was prevented by good planning and 
appropriate interventions. But some 
believe that there was never going to be 
any threats to begin with and it was only an 
over-reaction by the government. We will 
never be able to figure out the answer. But 
this whole fiasco actually just goes back 
to show how much the governments and 
economy depended on technology. Our 
vulnerability in the sense that if something 
goes wrong in it, the whole society will 

seemingly collapse. But it may not be all 
bad as various organizations had to re-
evaluate their risk management strategies 
and according to Adrian Gordon, the 
CEO of Canadian Center for Emergency 
Preparedness, disaster planning have seen 
significant improvements and our society 
as a whole is at a far better position to deal 
with crisis now.

The interesting thing about Y2K bug 
is that there were actual scientific theories 
to support the possible infestation. But 
then theories were always hypothetical so 
they are technically made to be rejected, 
obviously with the exception of the 
Therapeutic Thought Process. Now just 
imagine if one day there is a new category 
of drug therapy problem that would 
prevent the use of the Therapeutic Thought 
Process. Think about how useless and 
ineffective we will all become when we 
can not solve anything. But then if we can 
read a doctor’s handwriting, we should be 
able to deal with any crisis, right?

Sources:
http://www.bnn.ca/1. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/ 2. M
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Demographic Info

Name: Debby Costas 

Year/Place of Graduation: 2001, University of Toronto

Job Description

What position do you hold or what is your current practice? 

Full time pharmacist at a Shoppers Drug Mart

How did you get to where you are today? What was your 
career path?

Hard work and perseverance. I always knew that I wanted to be 
a community pharmacist. At 17 years old, I started as a technician 
and was lucky enough to get into the Faculty of Pharmacy. 

If someone was going to make a movie called “A Day in the 
Life of Debby Costas what would the plot be? (i.e. walk us 
through a typical day for you) 

There are no typical days in this profession. Let me say 
though, without a coffee in the morning I am as good as done. 
A nice leisurely drive on the 401, with a short stop at the coffee 
shop and off to work. On a serious note though, I spend a lot of 
my time with patients in the pharmacy. The population base at the 
pharmacy I work at consists of young families. Most of the time 
I am making OTC recommendations, counseling patients on their 
prescriptions, and answering questions on the phone.

What do you like most about your job? 

I like the versatility that I can take advantage of. One day I can 
be in the pharmacy all day, the next day I can be at meetings and 
the day after that I may be making a presentation 
to patients. The sky is the limit and I love that 
there is so much I can do 
w i t h my degree and my 

license.

Have you 
experienced any 
challenges that you 
had to overcome?

The profession of 
pharmacy is complex 
and sometimes very 
draining. I think the 
only thing that I find 

difficult at times is that 
there is so little time in 
the day and so many 
people want your 
help. It is balancing 
everything that is the 

hardest.

Fun Questions

What is your best memory of pharmacy school? 

There are so many. Cracking open a beer after our last exam 
in 4th 

 
year.

What is your most embarrassing pharmacy moment? 

Embarrassing…I don’t get embarrassed. I think it would have 
to be getting a little “tipsy” at a CPhA conference…also the same 
weekend at my OSCE test. Thank goodness I was in Halifax and 
not in Toronto. 

Tell us something very few people know 
about you (eg. hidden talent).

I can make a knot 
with a cherry stem 

using only my 
tongue.

What is 
your favourite drug 

and why? 

Urispas….I just like the word. Hee hee.

Advice Questions 

Did you have a pharmacy role model in school? If so, who was 
this person and why did you admire him/her?

I have had many. There were so many professors at the faculty 
who were there for me on so many occasions. The person who 
made the biggest impact on how I counsel patients was my SPEP 
preceptor, Marie Chambers. She taught me more in 2 months 
than I learned in so many years at school. She has such a way 
with patients and knows exactly how to explain terms to them so 
that they understand the most complex ideas. It was my greatest 
placement.

What advice do you have for current pharmacy students or 
new graduates?

Never think of your work as a job. This is your career and 
your profession. You must take pride in it. The minute you lose 
your passion for the work we do, that is the time you know it is 
time to try something new. Pharmacy has so much to offer, so 
many opportunities. Never feel like you can only do one thing…
explore all your options. I have and it has definitely paid off.
M

Pharmafiles
By: Sassha Orser and Natalia Persad (UPS External Affairs Directors)
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A corny story...

One day a patient came into the 
pharmacy and asked “do you guys 
have anything for me to put on my 
foot... the doctor just removed a 
corn from it.” He then proceeded 
to throw his corn the doctor had 
removed on the counter.  
- PHARMAFAIL

Submitted by Brendon Wiebe

A lady walks in and asks for a repeat.  I tell her she has none 
left.  She proceeds to complain, curse, and accuse me of either 
making a mistake, or conspiring to not give her repeats for 
whatever reason.  This scene continues for a few minutes until 
her husband comes in after parking the car, and informs her 
that he dropped it off at another Loblaws and not this one.  
The labels all look very similar.  At that point, she tells me 
to get the prescription from that place and fill it.  No apology 
though.  Go figure.  I had to work very hard to not smile when 
she came back to pick it up. – PHARMAFAIL 
Submitted by Anish Shirodker

(Patient stands near Rx pick-up area)
me: hi, are you here to pick up your meds?
pt: yes (I swear he answered YES
me: could you please spell out your name?
pt: why do I have to spell? ugh…ok fine…”c..o..n..d..o..m…”
me: (huge pause) ….i’m sorry, could you repeat that please?
pt: what? WHY? I just want condoms!
me: OHHHH…
- PHARMAFAIL
Submitted by Evelyn Lau

Patient calling on the phone:
pt: Hi can I speak to the pharmacist please?
me: She’s busy right now, is there anything I can help you with?
pt: Well…you guys have free delivery service right?
me: yes…
pt: The power went out in my apartment…and I need to make hot 
tea. Can you please boil some water and deliver it to me?
me: ………no?

(Same patient…about 2 years later…)
pt: I need to bake a cake 
and I ran out of sugar…
can you go to the grocery 
store next door, buy me a 
bag and deliver it to me? 
You can put it on my tab.
me: ………no?
- LIFE FAIL
Submitted by Evelyn Lau

Patient receives a vial of meds…dumps 
all 100 tabs on the counter beside 
the cash register and starts counting 
them
pt: you didn’t give 
me enough
me: it says 100 
tabs on the 
bottle…how 
many did you 
count?
pt: 50
me: no…there’s 100. 
we always double count your meds… (because pt has a history of 
accusing us for giving her too little/always trying to get her repeats 
too early)
pt: but I counted! I counted!
me: show me…
(pt counts by taking two tabs at a time but counting by ones…)
me: wait…stop…let me show you how to count…
(I count all 100 tabs in front of her with 10 angry pts waiting in line 
behind her)
pt: oh.
- PHARMAFAIL
Submitted by Evelyn Lau M

PHailBlog!
Compiled by: Sidika Dhalla, 1T2 Monograph Rep
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Focus on: Radiation Therapy 
By Sidika Dhalla, 1T2 Monograph Rep

Rishika Kaushal 
is a Radiation Therapy 
student at the Michener 
Institute of Applied 
Health Sciences in 
association with the 
University of Toronto. 
She is in her final 
year, during which 
she is completing her 
eight month clinical  
practicum at the Cancer 
Centre of South Eastern 
Ontario at the Kingston 
General Hospital, 
Ontario.

What does a radiation therapist do?

A radiation therapist administers ionizing radiation for the 
treatment of cancer patients. This requires the therapist to position 
patients and operate a machine called an linear accelerator. 
Radiation Therapists are also required to perform CT scans of 
patients for planning purposes. We use advanced computer 
software to design treatment plans for individual patients based 
on the prescription from an oncologist.  We also perform dose 
calculations based on the treatment plan for each patient 

How do you fit into the patient care process? Do you see the 
patient on an ongoing basis and form a relationship with 
them?

As Radiation Therapist we see patients everyday from 
Monday to Friday.  Most patients are on treatment for five weeks 
or more, and because we see them every day we form a very close 
relationships with them. We are required to educate patients on 
the side effects and expectations of Radiation treatment on their 
first day of treatment. We assess patients, with regards to side 
effects, every day and advise them on how to properly care for 
themselves.  Most times patients only see the doctor once a week 
while on treatment thus they usually turn to us if they feel like they 
are experiencing any sort of complications. On most occasions 
we will document the condition of the patient in their record, but 
if we feel that the patient must be seen urgently we refer them to 
the radiation nurse in the department that same day.     

How much do you work with doctors in formulating treatment 
plans for cancer patients?

The plans formulated for patients are based on a prescription 
by the oncologists.  The oncologist will determine the volume 
of tissue that needs to be treated with the full dose and will also 
delineate tissues and organs at risk that must receive minimal 
dose. We then come up with an optimal plan, and send it to the 
oncologist for approval. If the plan is approved the processes 

continues and calculations are done for that plan, if the plan is not 
approved the Radiation Therapist and the oncologist will work 
together to formulate an acceptable plan.   

Which other health professionals do you work with?

We are required to work in collaboration with many other 
members of the heath care team.   Just to name a few we work very 
closely with nurses who assess our patients, on many occasions 
we will refer our patients to a dietician if we feel their diet is not 
adequate. We also work with social workers if we feel that our 
patients may benefit from talking to them.  We also work with 
respiratory therapists for patients with breathing difficulties.

Bill 179 has passed and I believe injecting is now in your scope 
of practise – how will this affect your daily work? 

I don’t think this will affect our daily work much, as there 
is always a nurse present on the floor who gives patients the 
injections they need before or after treatment.

What do you most love about your work?

I love forming close and trusting relationships with my 
patients, and I love the feeling of satisfaction knowing that I 
made dealing with cancer a little easier for someone. 

What is the most difficult part of your work?

The most difficult part of my work is ensuring accuracy. 
We have to make sure all parameters are accurate for treatment 
because even if the slightest thing is off it could cause serious 
harm to the patient.  M
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When asked to write this article 
on opioid abuse, my mind immediately 
went  to PHM150 and the section CAMH 
did on the subject.  I had about a page 
written (single spaced) based on the 
lecture material with an ample amount 
of statistics and figures which, albeit 
thorough, reminded me greatly of studying 
for the exam for said course; this mad e 
me wonder whether or not anyone would 
read the (former) article after spending 
multiple hours of note memorization. God 
forbid this article bring out a sense of déjà 
vu in the reader, much less symptoms of 
post-traumatic stress disorder left over 
from a few months ago (which would 
augment that which will manifest itself in 
about a month or so…). 

 I would then be so bold as to venture 
to argue that substance and opioid abuse, 
at their root, are human problems and 
cannot be (truly) addressed without 
looking at the human aspect of the issue; 
something normally ignored. Being a 
pharmacy publication for pharmacy 
students at a pharmacy school (note 
repeated use of the word pharmacy), I 
would suggest (or impose on those of you 
still reading) the view that in this context, 
it is important to view this issue from the 
perspective of pharmacy practice. Statistics 
and figures are, in my opinion, meant only 
to illustrate that opioid abuse is epidemic 
and to illustrate its vast spread throughout 
Canada and North America in totality. In 
my opinion, however, it is important to 
view opioid abuse in real situations and 
scenarios which may be encountered in 
pharmacy practice and that’s what I’ve 
attempted to do in this article.

 I’ve worked in pharmacies for several 
years and every time I see that capital N on 
the hard-copy, I get anxious and nervous 
and try to pass it off to another technician 
or find myself having an unfathomable 
need to go to the bathroom (to check my 
hair). Perhaps, after writing this, that’s for 
good reason.

 I’ve spoken to several pharmacists on 
their experiences with opioid abuse and, 
with their consent, will present these issues 
here. Out of respect for the pharmacists 

and the persons involved, names are not 
used as are actual locations and pharmacies 
to maintain confidentiality. However, I 
assure the reader that the situations are 
very real and would attempt to convince 
the reader of their applicability and, hence, 
the dangers of opioid abuse in pharmacy 
practice. 

Perhaps the poignant examples of 
opioid abuse which I encountered were 
with regard to pharmacy technicians and 
not patients; thus illustrating the truly 
insidious nature of this addiction. In one 
situation, I learned that the pharmacist 
learned that a technician was stealing 
oxycocet (Percocet) from the pharmacy 
for the purpose of illegal sale and personal
gain. The pharmacist recounted a story 
of how a bottle of Percocet went missing 
from the pharmacy one night and after a 
t h o r o u g h s e a r c h 
a n d 

investigation, it was found to be 
in the trunk of the technician’s 
car (a certifiably brilliant place to keep 
illegal drugs). Of course, the police 
were called and the incident reported 
to the respective College of Pharmacy 
accordingly, but the pharmacist 
emphasized the manner in which this 
illustrates how hiring practice should 
be extremely cautious and thorough.  
He adds that “all references should be 
checked vigilantly” and that perhaps the 
technician should be “supervised when 
handling controlled substances and 
N-class drugs” (though the former was 
done at the aforementioned pharmacy for 
all employees and the latter was enforced 

immediately after). A similar example 
was encountered in another pharmacy 
where, after repeatedly low narcotic 
counts, a technician was seen (by another 
technician) putting the odd OxyContin 
tablet (for those that don’t work in a 
pharmacy, these are really small) in 
their lab jacket (with a sleight of hand 
like Houdini) while counting the pills 
out or knocking one on the floor and 
then doing so. After  realizing they were 
being observed (hold onto your hats) 
the technician swallowed a tablet to 
“destroy (or digest) the evidence.” Upon 
informing the pharmacist, the appropriate 
measures were taken: to notify the police 
and the OCP to discipline the technician. 
The pharmacist emphasizes the need for 
“independent double counts,” and in some 
cases, a separate count by the pharmacist 
during their check, when dispensing 
N-class drugs and doing manual counts 
(per-day) and not just using the computer 
stock or inventory to determine counts. 
The pharmacist detailed that though 
the aforementioned measures may be 
difficult, inconvenient and time 
consuming, it is what they found to be 
best in practice and no such error has 
happened in the pharmacy since the 
aforementioned incident. 

Finally, the pharmacist insisted that 
a secure, centralized and supervised 
location for narcotics should be designated 
in the pharmacy (especially a locked box 
or a safe). This is in conjunction with 
the amount of thefts that take place in 
pharmacies for narcotics. I won’t spend 
much time (or words, rather) on this since 
there is a very good article in Pharmacy 
Connection November-December 2009 on 
it, however, all the pharmacists interviewed 
stressed it as an important issue.  

This concept and practice of 
double counts seems to permeate the 
mentality of all the pharmacists I’ve 
spoken to. Technicians aside (and in my 
opinion those cases are worse than those 
regarding patients), pharmacists detail 
that double counts of N-class drugs 
are extremely important when dealing 
with patients. One pharmacist gave an 
example whereby a disgruntled patient 

When Your Best Friend Goes on Methadone
By Aly Haji, 1T3
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came into the pharmacy after having 
picked up his (filled) prescription for 
OxyContin complaining that he found the 
prescription to be a few tablets short 
after counting the tablets in his car in the 
pharmacy parking lot. Apparently, and 
to my surprise, the pharmacist reported 
that this happens quite frequently in 
practice. The pharmacist also details 
that due to double counts (by different 
technicians) and a count by the 
pharmacist themselves, the pharmacy 
did not need to worry about dispensing 
the missing tablets and indeed, the tablets 
were found on the floor of the patient’s 
car later that day. This assurance to 
the pharmacist and support that the 
right quantity has been dispensed is a 
professional responsibility especially 
when dealing with tablets with such a 
narrow therapeutic index and with such 
high potency, especially at high strengths. 

The pharmacist in the above scenario 
asked me a haunting question which was 
probably a part of one of those moments 
that professors say will change the way 
you practice: “What would have happened 
if I dispensed the supposed deficit and 
the patient had later found the pills, not 
reported it, and taken more than a safe 
dosage due to their pain?”

It is perhaps this question that 
motivated me to change my perspective 
to this article and rewrite it in a form that 
included no statistics as it gave a human 
face to the whole situation. The scenarios 
presented above detail that opioid abuse 
is real and epidemic and not just in the 
context of patients as we would expect, 
but also a major danger in pharmacy 
staff. Furthermore, and most importantly, 
it cannot be summed up in statistics as 
every case is unique.  It must also be 
recognized that opioid abuse is endemic; 
in fact, in 2007 it was found that over 
12% of students in Ontario 
experimented with opioids or practiced 
opioid abuse (note: statistic) and, 
converted to include adults (though 
these statistics are not available), 
these numbers are indeed staggering. 
Through good professional practice 
and exercising necessary professional 
responsibilities in double counting, 
adequate patient counseling and 
educating pharmacy support staff, we 
as part of a professional community 

can improve pharmaceutical 
care delivered to patients and, 
ultimately, the wellbeing of patients. 

To regress the reader back to grade 4 
(except with PHM150 notes):

Did you Know:

Opioids can be injected, snorted, •	
sniffed or smoked though in terms 
of prescription medications, they are 
usually ingested

Tolerance to opioids develops •	
quickly and dependence of drugs is  a 
major issue, this generally results in 
prescription of higher doses of these 
drugs

Heroin is an opioid•	

The key ingredient in all narcotics •	
(opioids) is the poppy  (Papaver 
somniferum)

Opium itself is the milky white o 
liquid that comes out of the seed pod 
of the plant

Prescription opioids are attractive •	
for abuse due to the fact that they are: 
legal, cheap, available, quality control 
is guaranteed and there is less stigma 
(as opposed to street drugs)

OxyContin is a semi-synthetic •	
opioid derivative used for analgesic 
purposes

Each tablet contains oxycodone o 
in a 12 hour time-released form

OxyContin is commonly referred •	

to as OC, Oxys or (my favorites) 
Oxycotton and Hillbilly Heroin

The pharmacological effects of •	
OxyContin are similar to those of 
heroin

Many pharma companies are now •	
creating new opioid tablet formations 
to prevent abuse such as Acurox ®, 
which combines oxycodone with 
niacin and other inactive ingredients 
which makes it gelatinous when 
dissolved (and therefore not able to be 
injected), produces burning in nasal 
mucosa when snorted and produces a 
flushing effect if over-consumed

Well, now you know!

(source: Kim, Juno. PHM150 Notes: 
CamH module. November 9, 2009)

Acknowledgements:

To all the pharmacists who 
participated in my “research” and 
provided me with the benefit of their 
years of experience. Your help was much 
valued and appreciated. Thank you.

PS. A forum on opioid abuse and 
pharmacy practice, hosted by OPA 
Student Panel, will be held on Monday 
March 1st 2010 from 4-5 p.m. in the 
Large Pod; if you enjoyed this article 
(or would like to yell at me), I highly 
recommend attending.  Also, there 
was a listserv sent out about this event 
with more scientifically based articles 
attached. M
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By Shamshad Farooq, Bryan Nguyen, Thao Tran, and Karen Wong

Narrative:  
There once lived a pharmacists that was good 
She did all the things that all pharmacists should  
She dispensed p.o, p.v, p.r tablets like a charm 
She followed the promise of doing no harm. 
One evening a white rabbit came by 
“Come along” the pharmacist heard him cry 
“to a wonderland world full of magical delight” 
“where everything is backwards, it’ll be quite the sight” 
Down Down Down the rabbit hole she went 
And so begins our story ladies and gent.

Judge:  
Silence in the court! Everybody settle down!  
What is this thing…the one wearing the frown 
State your name, And why you are here 
State your name, and what is your career.

Good Pharmacist: Hi my name is Thao, I’m the pharmacist. 
How can I help you today?

Judge:  
It’s strange that your sentences don’t rhyme. 
But never mind that because you’re just in time.  
The trial’s about to get started! Please take a seat over there.  
Haiku Bailiff you may begin the process of swear.  

Haiku Girl: Do you swear to truth/ and nothing except the 
truth/ so help you your Lord.

Bad Pharmacist:  
Yes, Yes, Yes, I swear I do.  
Yes, Yes, Yes, My words are true. 

Haiku Girl: Do you swear to truth/ and nothing except the 
truth/ so help you your Lord

Good Pharmacist: umm…I guess so. Yes, I swear. 

Judge:  
I cannot get used to the strange dialect she speaks 
But let’s get started, we do not have weeks 
The defendant, Mr. D. H., is here because of a deed 
One that we accused unbecoming of the pharmacist creed 
On Saturday, Mr. DH refused to dispense 
Emergency contraception but at what expense? 
He states on the basis that they are abortifacient you see 
What do you have to say Mr.D.H, to her [points to Miss S] 
and to me?

Bad Pharmacist:  
Well, I ain’t no fancy lawyer with a fancy degree 
I am not guilty, and I won’t change my plea 
I believe that a man is entitled to his opinion!  
Back off Mr. Judge, you and all your minions! 
It is a free country and I am free to think as I please!  
Never have I seen accusations as crazy as these! 
[show anger]

Good Pharmacist:  Excuse Me, may I pipe in here a minute. 
As a pharmacist you should not let your beliefs effect the way 
you practice. A professional should always place the public 
good above our self interest…that’s called FIDELITY. F-I-D-
E-L-I-T-Y. A pharmacist should act based on the ethical code 
of our profession; for example, principle four of the Ontario 
College of Pharmacists states: “No patient shall be deprived 
of access to pharmaceutical services because of the personal 
convictions or religious beliefs of a member.” The main 
responsibility in our profession is to our patients.

Bad Pharmacist: I am completely within the ethical code.
I am simply using the knowledge I’ve been bestowed.
I went to school for a special reason,
And now you’re here accusing me of treason!
Pharmacists have a right to control the nature of their own 
work,
And now you’re acting like I’ve gone berserk!
This relates to me exercising my professional autonomy
So far, it has greatly helped the economy
But the issue is of her autonomy versus my own
I can’t give mine, No! It’s not simply for loan
Giving out abortifacient drugs is not something I can condone
You can ask all you want, go ahead and moan 
I can refer her to someone else who practices my work
Go ahead and see if he too is a jerk

Good Pharmacist: While it is true that you can deny 
service, and provide a referral to another pharmacist. You 
miss the point that you are responsible for Miss S’s well 
being first and foremost. By the time Miss S has access to 
another pharmacist; the efficacy of the medication will be 
compromised. Since Ms. S was raped on Friday, and cannot 
get to another pharmacist until Monday at noon, there is a 
chance that it would be too late for the desired therapeutic 
outcome. For example, Plan B has a 95% effective rate within 
24 hours of the rape, 85% between 25 to 48 hours and only 
58% by 49 to 72 hours and is ineffective once pregnant. As 
you can see, the effectiveness of an emergency contraceptive 
greatly decreases with time. By the time Miss S gets to 
another pharmacist at noon on Monday, the emergency 
contraceptives would only have an effective rate of 58%!

1T3's Get Creative 
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Bad Pharmacist: How is there time for a trial then!

Good Pharmacist: That does not change the fact that 
you’re not following ethical principles!

Bad Pharmacist: Ah! It is the ethical principles that I 
follow!
You just don’t understand, perhaps your head is hollow!
Have you heard of something called justice?
It’s evident in my case, go ask my friend Augustus!
Justice calls for equitability, fairness and application of laws
I do this in every case, you’re just grasping at straws 
I treat everyone fairly, and I don’t dispense this drug for 
anyone
It wouldn’t matter even if they held me up with a gun!
While I understand the patient’s plight
I still believe in doing what is right 
These meds can cause the worst effects
She won’t understand, it’s much too complex
It causes the worst kind of nausea! It’s so abysmal
It can’t be healed, even by your Pepto-Bismol
What kind of pharmacist be you, if you don’t have this 
knowledge!
Perhaps you would’ve known, had you gone to college!

Good Pharmacist: Despite your knowledge of the 
contraception, a patient still has the right to his or her 
autonomy.  In this case, you should have informed the 
patient of the risks and let her decide for herself whether or 
not she wants to use the medication. The benefits can very 
much outweigh the risks in this case. As a professional, 
you cannot make a decision for a patient. All you can do 
is provide her with all the relevant information so she 
can make an informed decision. It is her right to be in 
charge of her body, and something such as an emergency 
contraceptive could severely affect her quality of life. 
However, her life would be significantly changed in the 
event she is carrying a child from the rape. There would 
also be severe psychological trauma. 

Bad Pharmacist: If I must then I’ll do what you ask. 
But I won’t be the one to perform the task. 
If you want the drugs to be efficacious right on time, 
Listen to more of these sentences that rhyme.   
In order to respect her autonomy and put her first,  
There’s another solution that’ll quench your moral thirst. 
The clinic can transfer her to a hospital, is this not true? 
This is something that the doctor can do.  
Although it may cost the clinic some money, 
That’s the best I can do for you honey.

Haiku Girl: Time for the jury / To come to a decision / 
What is your verdict? (wait and stare)

Good Pharmacist: (Clear throat) Soooooooo...all those 
who think he is guilty please put up your hand. All those 
who think he is innocent please put up your hand.

Good Pharmacist: Mr.Judge? 

Judge: 
Hate the sin, Love the sinner is what a pharmacist should 
do.  
Every citizen has a right to his beliefs, this is also true.  
But pharmacists are professionals you see 
You should place the public good above “I, myself and me” 
Act in the interest of the patient, beneficence is a must 
That is how you earn a community’s trust 
With the good doctor, you should contribute your 
knowledge 
This is the ethics of the Ontario Pharmacist College 
To Quote the Standards of Practice when dispensing the pill 
Ms.Good Pharmacist please read Standard One if you will,

Good Pharmacist: The pharmacist is using unique 
knowledge and skills to meet a patient’s drug related needs, 
practices patient-focused care in partnership with patients 
and other health care providers, to achieve positive health 
outcomes and/or to maintain or improve quality of life for 
the patient. It is not what you believe, but it is your actions 
that are important. 

Judge: 
After reviewing Mr. DH’s defence and case 
Ms. Good Pharmacists arguments had all points in place 
The decision is now as clear as night and day 
Mr. DH needs to keep his own personal beliefs at bay 
Your own values and morals should not affect quality of 
service 
Unless you intend to make healthcare systems nervous 
I therefore have no other choice, 
Listen as I proclaim the verdict with my voice 
Mr .DH is guilty as can be 
Dispense the medication is my final decree 
It is now the Regulatory Board’s decision 
Whether your Practice license is in need of an excision

Narrator: 
And that concludes the tale of Thao. / There’s nothing 
else I can say to you now. / I hope you’ve enjoyed our 
presentation / And now you know how to serve our nation! 
M

with PHM120 Ethics
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LOve and the 
GOlden RatiO

By: Rose Liao, 1T3 Monograph Rep

Oh, February, the most romantic month of the year. Have 
you ever wondered what makes us fall madly in love with 
someone? Is there such a thing as love at first sight? Why 
does love make our palms sweat, faces flush, and hearts beat 
faster than normal? Perhaps the answer is the Golden Ratio. 

According to experts, there may be a universal standard 
for beauty in all aspects of life. Phi, 1:1.618, is also known as 
the Golden Ratio and Divine Proportion. Flowers, the pyramids, 
and spiralling galaxies all conform to the ratio, as does the 
human body. The divine proportion is also associated with the 
Fibonacci sequence of numbers: 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, in 
which each number is the sum of the two previous numbers. As 
an infinite sequence, the Fibonacci sequence can be used to create 
appealing spirals and boxes that have the Phi ratio. Though there 
are controversies over the existence of Phi, there is proof of the 
Golden Ratio existing in nature, art, architecture, fashion, and 
astrology. 

Yosh Jefferson, the author of Facial Beauty – Establishing 
a Universal Standard, explores the idea that the Golden Ratio 
exists, and that those who conform to it are healthier, happier, 
and more successful in love than those who do not. The divine 
proportion is integrated into the physical aspects of humans and 
can be illustrated by the measurements of Da Vinci’s human body 
diagrams to determine the ideal human face. Although there are 
variations in people of different races, cultures, sex, ages, and 
geographical locations, the essential traits that are appealing and 
desirable are present in all of them. As a result, the ratio is consistent 

in showing that 
those with a Phi 
face are found to 
be more visually 
appealing by 
people around 
the world. 

The ideal 
phi ratio face can 
be universally 
found, with the 
width and length 
of the face being 
1:1.618. Jefferson 
argues that those 
that do not fit the 
ratio are more 
likely to have 
health problems. 
For example, 
if an individual 
has a face longer 

than 1.618, they are more likely to have airway obstruction and 
medical conditions associated with breathing. On the other hand, 
people with shorter faces are more likely to have migraines and 
weak immune systems. According to Jefferson, serious facial 
abnormalities, such as the long face syndrome and short face 
syndrome should be examined and treated.

Since conforming to the Golden Ratio signifies timeless 
beauty and biological fitness, many people try to seek “perfection” 
through dental and cosmetic surgeries. Jefferson developed a 
frontal beauty mask based on the divine proportion and it can 
be applied over facial photographs to determine a patient’s facial 
divergence. Supported by multiple studies, there is proof that those 
who deviate from the ideal ratio have health problems related to 
their skeletal structure. The Jefferson Analysis is recommended 
as an effective technique to examine jaw and skeletal structure, 
and assist in making faces more beautiful.

The concept of the Golden Ratio raises some important 
questions: does beauty automatically equal happiness? Is outer 
beauty more valuable than inner beauty when it comes to love? 
Does conforming to a single number really improve the quality 
of life of individuals? The Golden Ratio may be mathematically 
appealing, but I would still like to believe that beauty is in the eye 
of the beholder. Also, love can touch everyone, ratio or not. M

Reference: 

Facial Beauty – Establishing a Universal Standard, Yosh Jefferson, International 
Journal of Orthodontics: Spring 2004, Volume 15 – No.1, pg. 9 -22

1T3 Class Poll
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Things 
That 
Make No 
Sense
By: Adam Calabrese, 1T1

It recently occurred to me that 
Nicorette gum is a safe 

and non-carcinogenic 
form of nicotine 

delivery.  Along 
with the patch 
and the inhaler, 
it’s about the 
only method 
of nicotine 

d e l i v e r y 
with that 

important feature. 
It doesn’t cause 

cancer.  And yet, 
it’s also the least accessible form of 

nicotine. Everything else is available in 
every corner store and gas station, twenty 

four hours a day, with only an ID holding you back. Nicorette, 
on the other hand, is only available in a pharmacy, and in many 
pharmacies, it’s behind the counter. I’d like to know who thought 
it was a good idea that all the cancer-causing nicotine products 
should be the ones that are the easiest to get.  “But Nicorette is 
special!” you say. “You need to follow certain directions, and a 
7/11 clerk doesn’t know how to counsel on Nicorette.” This is a 
wildly arrogant statement. We all learned how to chew Nicorette 
in first year, and we learned it from a sheet of paper (an instruction 
sheet, you might even say, provided by the manufacturer, included 
in every box of Nicorette). The only people who need special 
counselling from a 
pharmacist on Nicorette 
are the illiterate. I’d 
like to know who first 
thought it was a good 
idea that cancer should 
be easier to get than 
nicotine replacement 
therapy. I suspect it was 
someone who thinks that 
what they learn in first 
year of pharmacy school 
is genuinely special and 
difficult to obtain.

When Pharmacists Raise Children

If the questions pharmacy students ask in class is any 

indication, the thought of pharmacists raising children seems to 
be a monstrously bad idea.  But what evidence do we have to 
support this?  I present to you what happens when pharmacists 
raise children: Ayn Rand.  

“But wait!” some of you are thinking.  “Ayn Rand is a well-
known political philosopher whose popularity remains to this 
day.” Well, you’re wrong. Ayn Rand was a crazy old bat whose 
popularity today is explained by the further craziness of the people 
who make her popular.   She was addicted to amphetamines. She 
thought the world was composed of a small minority of productive 
persons and “the naked, twisted, mindless figure of the human 
Incompetent”, who is “mud to be ground underfoot, fuel to be 
burned.”  She wrote in support of a serial killer who kidnapped a 
12 year old girl, raped her, dismembered her, and sent the pieces 
one by one to the police. She declared studies linking smoking 
to lung cancer to be communist propaganda (oddly enough, she 
was a smoker and later died of lung cancer). And her father was a 
pharmacist in pre-Bolshevik Russia. Coincidence? I think not. 

When Pharmacists Marry Other People

Do you know a famous person who married a pharmacist? 
I do: Nellie McClung. “Who the hell is Nellie McClung?” most 
of you are asking. Nellie McClung was a well-known Canadian 
women’s rights activist about a hundred some years ago who 
worked hard for women’s suffrage. But that’s what “they” want 
you to know about her. Nellie McClung also advocated for 
temperance and eugenics. And her husband was a pharmacist. 
Does marrying a pharmacist turn you into someone who attempts 
to institutionalize sobriety and, in a nearly inconceivable act of 
cognitive dissonance, attempt to have the government forcibly 
sterilize those who you consider lesser people? Well, you can’t 
prove that it doesn’t. And I need remind you that if sobriety is a 
virtue, and if virtue becomes its opposite when compulsory, then 
being sober when The Man wants you to be sober is downright 
immoral.

This is, of course, a notable departure from pharmacy’s 
otherwise proud history with alcohol. I mean, sure, it used to be 
used as a sedative hypnotic before we had benzodiazepines and 
barbiturates (and is it only a coincidence that hops have been used 
for the same purpose? Beer was the original combination therapy).  
But beyond those simpler times when alcohol was the only agent 
that we had to promote an equitable distribution of the humours, 
and gin and tonics to stave off the malarias, the word cocktail 
itself quite possibly derives from a glass used to serve drinks in 
a pharmacy in New Orleans.  What’s become of us since?  Shrill 
admonishments about the risks of alcoholic steatohepatitis, and 
the UPS threatening to deduct 
UPS points for unprofessional 
behaviour. And all this without 
any recognition of the inherent 
hypocrisy of those involved in 
writing the “Professionalism 
Policy”.  For shame.  Attitudes 
like this are what keep our 
humours from having an equitable 
distribution. M
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What do you plan to do after you complete 
4 years here at the Leslie Dan Faculty of 
Pharmacy?  Believe it or not, you have tons of 
choices.  You can take the most common route 
and go into community practice.  But there are 
also options which include hospital practice, 
industry or academia.  Either way, whichever 
path you choose, you will have to complete at 
3 month internship to meet OCP requirements.  
The one exception is if you complete a year of 
residency after your BSc.Phm which satisfies 
the requirements for internship as well.

Important facts to consider:
You can still work in a hospital without a residencyo 
Both will satisfy OCP requirements to become a licensed o 
pharmacist

The main differences between internship and residency?
Length: 12 weeks vs 12 monthso 
Stipend (aka salary): internship >> residency o 

In conclusion, both internship and residency can prepare 
you for hospital practice. Make the decision 
that seems best for you.  Go to the different 
hospital open houses in your last year.  Get 
a feel for what each hospital is like.  Talk to 
past interns and residents.  And then go with 
what your gut tells you =)

**Christobelle (1T0)

(Christine.Truong@utoronto.ca)

MY PERSPECTIVE – Thinking of Hospital Practice?  
A Look at Residency vs Internship

PROs of Internship CONs of Internship
Chance to jump right into practice• 
Only 3 months to becoming fully licensed• 

steeper learning curve• 
less guidance• 

PROs of Residency CONs of Residency

Lots of rotations in lots of different clinical areas• 
more opportunities to learn from multiple • 
preceptors
slower learning curve• 

Extra year of • 
“studentship”
lower salary• 
More workload• 

Did you Know?
Lexi-Comp is a compilation of several 
different databases. This means you can 
not only search for drug information but 
also drug interaction, natural health products, 
and toxicology profile. Similar information 
can be found in Micromedex which also 
includes Martindale in its database. Both 
Micromedex and Lexi-Comp also include 
clinical calculators for common formulae.

Shout 
Outs!!!

- pharmacy bluesers, thanks for an 
awesome season!

- to the sharms + 1 of 1T1: Keep smiling-
-good things take time, but great things 

happen all at once !

- Happy birthday, Helen and Tara! You 
guys are the best! :)

- I <3 my Hippo Butt
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Male Athletics

Hey guys,

This semester has started off a little slow 
but we have managed to get a few key wins so 
hopefully we can finish off strong. Some of 
the teams are struggling but mostly for players 
so if you’re interested, it’s never too late to join 
a team. Also, remember this March there will be 
the annual Pharmacy Dodgeball Tournament held at 
Hart House. So be sure to make it out, this is a great 
stress reliever! If you have any questions or concerns 
regarding any of the men’s teams or our intramural program in 
general, feel free to contact me at brandon.thomas@utoronto.ca.

On another note, on March 20th ours Mens Hockey team will 
be competing in the 2nd annual OPA Student Cup night with the 
Waterloo pharmacy students in Waterloo! The night will begin 
with a hockey game between our two hockey teams so we would 
like for as many students as possible to come cheer our team on 
(since they are planning on having a large crowd). The game is 
in Waterloo and buses will be  provided to take students to and 
from the event free of charge, so there are no excuses! After the 
game, everyone will be getting together for a night out. More 
information to come, but keep this date open!

Brandon Thomas
UPS Male Athletics Director 

CO-ED Athletics

Hey Pharmacy,

We are now more than 
halfway through the Winter intramural 
season and we couldn’t be looking better 
in our COED sports.  Innertube waterpolo, ultimate Frisbee and 
volleyball are all in the hunt for the playoffs.  Be sure to keep 
checking your email as there are a number of COED tournaments 
to come in the later part of the semester including dodgeball and 
broomball where we are hoping to defend our title.

In late January, basketball was the focus of the Athletic 
Challenge.  There was a strong turnout with the class of 1T1 taking 
the honours followed closely by the class of 1T3.  Keep posted 
for the next few challenges as a few more will occur before the 
end of the year.  Be sure to come out and support your class for a 
chance to win the Robax Platinum Athletic Challenge trophy. 

Also be sure to mark MARCH 20th down in your calendar 
as this is when we travel to Kitchener-Waterloo and challenge the 
Waterloo Pharmacy hockey team in the annual OPA Challenge.  
Be sure to come out and cheer on our school! As Brandon said,  
all buses are free of charge so there are no excuses!  Look forward 
to seeing you all out there!

Paul Bazin
UPS COED Athletics Director

Female Athletics
Pharmacy women looking to make their mark in the playoffs

Our inter-professional Field Hockey team (Meds/Nursing) 
has a precarious hold on the last playoff spot with their 1-2-1 
record.  A win this week against the first place team would help 
them control their own destiny, but a loss by Trinity would have 
the same effect.  Excellent play by our 1T0s Maari Wotherspoon 
and Laura Schultz has kept the pharmacy team alive! 

Our 0-1-3 Indoor soccer team is still searching for their first 
win.  Excellent play by captain Jenny Kotsidis and keeper Giana 
Tassone will be the key to their success.

Both volleyball teams are over halfway through their season 
and are in a good position to make the playoffs, however, the last 
few games will be their key to the post season.  Excellent play and 
leadership by captains Kayla Castonguay (div 1) and Michelle 

Hoang (div 2) will be pivotal to a successful playoff run.

Our other inter-professional hockey team (Meds) is in first 
place after the first half of their season, hopefully with a strong 
second half they can take home a championship t-shirt!

Female Athlete of the Month for February is Jenny Kotsidis 
from 1T1.  Jenny is an amazing soccer player and has also 
served as outdoor and indoor soccer 
team captain.  This semester she is also 
playing women’s and coed volleyball 
in division 1.  She is an excellent team 
player whose leadership skills are a 
welcome addition to any team. Congrats 
Jenny!

Lisa Levangie
UPS Female Athletics Director

VS.
2nd OPA 

Student Cup
Saturday, 

March 20th, 
2010

Waterloo, ON
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Art & Diversions

Hitman
Abdullah Musa (1T3)

Instructions, Tips, Answers, Reprints & More Sudoku Puzzles Online! 

PrintFreeSudokuPuzzles.com
Puzzle Set #C5698   Level: Challenging 

    2 4 9 1  
1  2       
 4  6     3
 3  7     1

5  9       
    5 9 7 4  
 2  1     9

3  4   6 1   
 1  8     7
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      5  3
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The Anecdose Caption Winner!!!
“What would the Pharmacist say?” 

“So that’s what makes 
Edward shiny in the 

sunlight!”

Winning caption by:
Katrine Dragan, 1T1

Here are some close and 
creative runner ups:  

Patient: “Jutht don’th thay 
Thinc oxthide couth thath’s 
what the lady with the big 
ring thaid and she thays that 

for everything.”
- Vaughn Chauvin, 1T1

Pharmacist: “Thorry, I can’t 
thpeak pierth’d all that well. 
I would recommend visiting 
your docthor to get some 

anthibiothics.”
- David Luk, 1T1
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Calendar
Feb 27th OSCE

March 1 st Pharmacy Awareness Week
8
9

10

UPS Election Speeches
UPS Election Voting
UPS Election Voting

14 Daylight Savings Time
15 CAPSI Charity Week
17
20

St. Patrick’s Day 
OPA Student Cup

29 Pharmacy Arts Night
30 UPS Awards night

April 1st April Fools Day
2nd Good Friday


